Writing Scientific Publications in Life and Natural Sciences

You will learn how to develop a scientific paper; first date.

**Date:** 07.11.2014 09:00 h - 07.11.2014 17:00 h  
**Location:** Philipps-Universität Marburg, MARA, Deutschhausstraße 11+13, Seminar Room 01.0010

**Speaker/Contributors:**
Dr. Eva Müller, www.lifescience-texte.de

**Further Information:**
Science and publishing – these two belong together. Your studies made you capable of conducting scientific research. For the task of writing a paper, however, you have not really been prepared. In this class you will learn how to develop a scientific paper – step by step from data selection to submission. On the first day the theoretical principles are presented. On the second day, we will work on your own texts. A lot of practical tips, numerous exercises and examples, a detailed handbook and plenty of time for discussion contribute to a better understanding of the topics presented. After the course you will have techniques at your disposal that will help you to easily and efficiently develop a conclusive and good to read scientific paper.

**Intended learning outcomes**

You will be able to:

- decide which data can be publish, which not and whether you have already enough results for a paper or not,
- develop a clear and conclusive structure for your paper so that it will become cogent and interesting,
- prepare a catchy title, a convincing abstract, an introduction that arouses interest, a comprehensible method and a plausible result section and a compelling discussion,
- decide to which journal you should submit your manuscript and conduct the submission process correctly,
- react to the referees’ comments appropriately and with success, and
- deal with issues such as writer’s block, the fact that you are non-native but still have to write in English, and others.

This course will be credited for **EMF:** Zertifikatsprogramm Entwicklung und Management von Forschungsprojekten

**Date**

November 7, 2014, 9 am–5 pm, and  
November 29, 2014, 9 am–5 pm.

**Target group**

Doctoral candidates from the life and natural sciences

**Modalities**

Maximum number of 12 participants  
**Internal** 50 €  
**External** 150 €

**Registration**

Deadline 14 days before the course  
gradclin@uni-marburg.de

**Organizer:**

Graduate Center for Life and Natural Sciences

**Contact:**

Dr. Karin Awe  
Tel.: 06421 28 21320  
EMAIL